Please read instructions carefully
to avoid accidental damage to
components during assembly.
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Tools needed for assembly
• Medium size #2 Phillips
Screwdriver

Top Rail
Bottom Rail

Platform

Side

Included Hardware

Side
16- Barrel Nuts

Bottom Rail
Top Rail

Dowel

• Included Allen Wrench

Bottom Rail
Side

Step

Bottom Rail
Top Rail
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16- Joint Connector Bolts

Side

4- #6 1 1/4” phillips flat head
screws. ( Small Size does not
contain these screws)

Assembly Video: thesavvypet.com/assembly
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Step Assembly:

1)

Please Sort parts according to the photo on page 1.

2)

Starting with the Platform and side
panel, Insert one Joint Connector
Bolt in joint connector bolt hole.

Dowel Hole marks the
back and top of the step.

3)

Insert a Barrel Nut into the Bottom Rail in
relation to the joint connector bolt previosly installed. Make sure the longest slot on
the head of the Barrel Nut is perpendicular
to the Joint Connector Bolt.
Step Rails will be Shorter than Platform at
35”

4)

Using a second joint connector bolt and
barrel nut fasten the Side Panel to both the
Bottom Rails. Start the Joint Connector Bolt
by hand and after a few turns begin using
the supplied Allen wrench.
Make sure rails fit inside groove. Tighten
bolt to a snug fit. Then unscrew one full turn
to allow adjustment.

Joint Connector
Bolt Hole
Savvy Pet logo
in the front.
Barrel Nut Hole

5)

Once you have three rails attached
to both the side panels. Slide
the top panel of the step in the
grooves. Carpeted side goes up.
Panel Groove
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6)

Attach fourth and final rail. Tighten all
Joint Connector Bolts Snug

7)

Insert #6 screw into the center hole on both
the front and back rails to attach step and
rail securely. (For medium and large sizes
only)
Slide Dowel into place. Set step assembly
aside.

Asembly Video: thesavvypet.com/assembly
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Platform assembly:
8)

Begin by attaching the two side
panels to the bottom rails.
Dowel Hole marks front of
platform.

11)

Attach one of the top rails on the
platform.
Slide the Platform into the grooves.
Choose the most attractive side of
the platform for the topside.

9)

Fasten both Side Panels to both the Bottom
Rails. Start the Joint Connector Bolt by hand
and after a few turns begin using the supplied Allen wrench.
Make sure rails fit inside groove. Tighten
bolt to a snug fit. Then unscrew one full turn
to allow adjustment.

12)

Attach fourth and final rail to the platform.
Tighten all Joint Connector Bolts Snug.
Make sure the step and platform are level
and contacting the floor on all four corners.

10)

Attach the Platform to the step using the
dowel.
Tighten Joint Connector Bolts on the bottom rails to hold Step and Platform together

13)

Insert #6 screw into the center hole on both
the front and back rails to attach step and
rail securely. ( For medium and large sizes
only)

Panel Groove
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Assembly Video: thesavvypet.com/assembly

